
MINUTES OF THE PLENARY MEETING 
CLIMS SPRING MEETING 

Athens,  

  Tuesday , 17th April 2018 

 
 
1. Opening by the President of the CLIMS 

The President Rita Cristóvão opened the meeting at 08:45 a.m. 

2. Introduction of new delegates 
The new delegation members introduced themselves (there were new members in 
the delegations from Greece, Portugal, France, Italy, Poland, Spain and Germany). 
 

3. Approval of the minutes of the meetings in Berlin/Germany 
The minutes were approved unanimously. 
 

4. Final information regarding the International CLIMS Camp (ICC) 2018 in Poland 
ICC 2018 will be held in Waplewo from 15 to 29 July 2018. The surroundings, 
recreational facilities and examples of activities were introduced.  

5. Information regarding the ICC 2019 in Portugal 
ICC 2019 will be held in Almada, Alfeite Naval Base from 17 to 31 July 2019 in 
Portugal. Within the scope of a presentation, the surroundings, recreational facilities 
and examples of activities were introduced. Furthermore the new facilities in Lagos 
(Lagos residence and camping) were presented.  

 
6. 

 
ICC in following years 
ICC 2020 will be held in Germany 
ICC 2021 will be held in Romania 
ICC 2022 will be held in Czech Republic 
ICC 2023 will be held in Hungary. 
 

7. Detailed information about the 2018 CLIMS Autumn Meeting in Romania 
The autumn meeting will be held in Sibiu from 24 to 27 September 2018 at Hilton 
Hotels & Resorts; charge: 482 € (delegates), 210 € (attendance); charge is to pay in 
local currency (RON). Each country is to return the data sheets relevant to the 
meeting not later than 15 July 2018. 
 

8. Short information about the CLIMS Spring meeting 2019 in Poland 
The spring meeting will be held in Sopot; charge: approx. 500 € (delegates), approx. 
350 € (attendance). 
 
Clims Meeting. Future key events: 
Autum Meeting 2019: Belgium 
Spring Meeting 2020: Italy 
Autum Meeting 2020: Bulgaria 
Spring Meeting 2021: Czchia 
Autum Meeting 2021: Spain 
Spring Meeting 2022: France 
Autum Meeting 2022: Portugal 
Spring Meeting 2023: Germany is suggested; will be resolved in the next meeting 
Autum Meeting 2023: will be resolved in the next meeting 
 
The president suggested to organize the next meetings preferably in own resort or 
that resorts nearby a CLIMS meeting could be visited and presented by the hosting 
country. 
 



 

9. 
 
 
 

 

Presentation of the temporary results of the working groups “CLIMS website 
upgrading” and “Internal regulations review”. After this plenary meeting the working 
groups will continue their tasks. 

10. 
 
 
 

 

Miscellaneous 
 
The president reminded all delegations to involve the CLIMS secretariat in all 
planning and preparation of prospective meetings. 
 
The president explained that the contact to the German secretariat can be used as 
usual, although Sergeant Major Markus Zaum isn’t available. Wolfgang Schuessler 
will step in for him. 
 
The president congratulates Hungary on 20 years of CLIMS membership. The 
Hungarian delegation presented an acknowledgement of the ministry of defense and 
committed a present to all other delegations. 
 
Farewell of retired/retiring CLIMS delegates: Major Dimitrios Labrinakos (Greece) 
Chief Master Sergeant Marina Karahaliou (Greece). Mrs. Claudia Meyer 
(Germany), Mr. Patrick Bernard (Belgium) 
 
 
The president claimed that every country will receive a data sheet to ascertain the 
need of different services (for example flights or activities). CLIMS members could 
purchase these goods together so that they have a better position in negotiations 
with companies. 
 

 
 
 


